Ruins and their stories have an intricate relationship in the Mediterranean area. Travelers from Europe long sought in them the physical evidence of ancient and biblical myths, and found in them the inspiration for new stories and works of art. In the modern period, some observers used ruinous settings around the Mediterranean to buttress racist or orientalist narratives of progress and degeneration, and nascent states in the area instrumentalised them to underpin nationalist or fascist myths of rebirth and rejuvenation. Problematised by many post-modern thinkers, such tendencies have seen a revival in recent years. We currently live in a world where technology not only empowers collective and independent agents to physically rebuild and restore cultural heritage on a large scale, but also to rewrite and annihilate it, and where extreme exponents of tribalism and individualism compete in storytelling through social and digital media. Under such circumstances, how can we relate to the ancient past and its various manifestations in stories and ruins, both in the Mediterranean and beyond?
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